12-Year-Old Mason Wright Becomes One of Georgia’s Youngest Entrepreneurs

Young business owner starts hot dog business and inspires young men to do the same

Mason Wright is a 12-year-old street chef who started his own hot dog business, Mason’s Super Dogs. Sold at birthday parties, festivals, and social events, Mason has quickly become one of Georgia’s youngest entrepreneurs in the food cart industry.

After being turned down from countless of jobs because of his young age, Mason took a trip to New York City with his mother and sister and became inspired by the different carts alongside the walkways. “All I saw was superheroes and hot dogs,” said Mason Wright, CEO of Mason’s Super Dogs. This motivated him to embark on a new journey as an entrepreneur and create Mason’s Super Dogs.

In the summer of 2018, Mason began selling Mason’s Super Dogs on Morehouse College campus,
where he one day plans to attend.

“There is nothing like being in charge of your own destiny,” said Mason Wright. He hopes “to inspire young men to start their own business as soon as they can.”
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